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The smoothing properties of Schro dinger semigroups, e&tH, H=& 12 2+V, on
the scale of Bessel potential spaces L p, : are studied. We strengthen the (L p&L p, :)-
smoothing theorem due to M. A. Kon and the author. The new version of this
theorem contains a sharp time-estimate for the norm of the semigroup e&tH. We
also get an estimate for the constants arising in the form-boundedness inequality for
the Kato class potentials.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the smoothing properties of Schro dinger semi-
groups, e&tH, H=&12 2+V, on the scale of Bessel potential spaces L
p, :
on Rn. The smoothing problem for Schro dinger semigroups has attracted
considerable attention over the last decades. This problem was studied on
the scale of L p-spaces in [C, D1, HS, KS, S1, S2, V1] and on the scale of
Bessel potential spaces in [S3, GK1, GK2]. It will be assumed throughout
the paper that the potential V is such that V + # Kn, loc and V & # Kn , where
V +=max(V, 0), V &=max(&V, 0), Kn, loc denotes the local Kato class on
Rn, and Kn stands for the Kato class on Rn. If the potential V satisfies these
conditions, then the semigroup e&tH is defined on the space L2 (see [S2]).
The following two theorems were announced in [GK1] and proved in
[GK2]. We call them the global and the local (L p&L p, :)-smoothing
theorem for Schro dinger semigroups, respectively.
Theorem 1 (See [GK2], Theorem 1.2). Let 1<p<, s0, and V # Kn .
Then V # L p, s implies e&tH: L p  L p, s+2 for all t>0.
Theorem 2. (See [GK2], Theorem 1.1). Let 1<p<, s0, V + # Kn, loc ,
and V & # Kn . Then
V # L p, sloc  e
&tH: L p  L p, s+2loc for every t>0.
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Note that Theorem 2 in the case p=2 was formulated by Simon as an
open question (see [S3]).
Theorem 1 contains no information about the behavior of the norm
&e&tH&L p  Lp, s+2 . One of our main goals in this paper is to give an upper
estimate for this norm. The following two theorems are the main results of
the present paper.
Theorem 3. Let 1<p<, s0, and V # L p, s & Kn . Then we have
&e&tHf &%p, s+2 A exp { |tb(*, V)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (1)
for all f # L p and t>0. The constants A>0, |>0, and 0<*<1 in estimate
(1) do not depend on t and V.
The symbol & }&%p, : in Theorem 3 denotes the semi-norm in the homo-
geneous Bessel potential space L
%
p, : (see Section 2). The expression b(*, V)
in estimate (1) is defined by
b(*, V)=sup {t: supx Ex |
t
0
|V(Bs)| ds*=
where Ex is the expectation in the Wiener space of continuous paths start-
ing at x # Rn and Bs stands for the standard Brownian motion in Rn (see
[S2] for the probabilistic description of the Kato class).
The next result shows that estimate (1) for the semigroup norm is sharp
for small values of t.
Theorem 4. Let 1<p< and s0. Let |>0, *>0, A>0, and =>0
be given numbers. Suppose , is a positive continuous function on [0, =] such
that limt  0 ,(t)=0. Then the estimate
&e&tHf &%p, s+2 A exp { |tb(*, V)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p) ,(t) & f &p
(2)
cannot hold for all 0<t=, all functions f # L p, and all potentials
V # L p, s & Kn .
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Theorem 3 and the L p-smoothing theorem for Schro dinger semigroups
(see Theorem 5 below) give the following estimate for the semigroup norm
in the global (L p&L p, :)-smoothing theorem:
&e&tH&L p  L p, s+2 A exp { |tb(*, V)=
_(1+t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p).
We now give a brief overview of the contents of the present paper. In
Section 2 we discuss various connections between the Kato class Kn and
the Bessel potential space L, &2. Section 3 is devoted to the Kato class of
measures K n . Here we prove that the characterization of the class Kn due
to M. Kon and the author (see [GK2]) is also valid for the class K n . In
Section 4 an estimate is provided for the constants arising in the form-
boundedness inequality for the Kato class potentials. The last two sections
contain the proofs of our main results. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 3
and Theorem 4. Note that although Theorem 3 is stronger than Theorem 1,
the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 5 is simpler than the proof of Theorem 1
in [GK2]. Finally, in Section 6 we give a simpler proof of the sufficiency
part of Theorem 2 than the corresponding proof in [GK2].
2. THE KATO CLASS AND THE BESSEL POTENTIAL SPACES
Let M denote the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions f on Rn
with usual identifications mod 0. By L p where 1p we denote the
Lebesgue spaces on Rn. The norm in L p is defined by
& f &p ={|Rn | f (x)| p dx=
1p
, 1p<,
& f &=ess sup
x # Rn
| f (x)|.
By B(x, r) we denote the ball of radius r in Rn centered at x. The symbol
L ploc will stand for the space of functions which are locally in L
p. By L ploc, u
we denote the space of functions f # L ploc for which
sup
x # R n {|B1(x) | f ( y)| p dy=
1p
<.
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The Fourier transform F( f ) of a function f # L1 is defined by
F( f )(!)=|
R n
f (x) e&i!x dx, ! # Rn.
The Fourier transform can be extended to the operator F: S$  S$ on the
space of tempered distributions S$ (see, e.g., [SW]).
Let 1p and &<s<. We say that a tempered distribution
1 # S$ belongs to the space of Bessel potentials L p, s if &1&p, s=&J s1&p<.
Here J s denotes the Bessel potential of order s defined by F(J s1 )=
(1+|!|2)s2 F(1 ), ! # Rn. For s0, the local Bessel potential space L p, sloc
consists of all functions f such that f, # L p, s for all , # C 0 . If 1<p<
and s is a natural number, then L p, s coincides with the Sobolev space W sp .
We refer the reader to [BL, M, St2, T1] for more information concerning
the Bessel potential spaces.
Next we shall give the definition of the homogeneous Bessel potential
space L
%
p, s (see [BL], Section 6.3). Let , # S be a function such that
supp(,)/[!: 2&1|!|2], ,(!)>0 for 2&1<|!|<2, and k=& ,(2
&k!)
=1 for all !{0. For any integer k define a function \k by \k(!)=
,(2&k!). Then a distribution f # S$ belongs to the space L
%
p, s iff the series
k=& F
&1( |!| s \k(!) F( f )) converges in S$ to an L p-function. We write
& f &%p, s=" :

k=&
F&1( |!| s \k(!) F( f ))"p .
The space L
%
p, s is a semi-normed space.
For :>0 and a measurable function f denote f:(x)= f (:x). The space
L
%
p, s has the following scaling property:
m1 :s&(np) & f &%p, s& f:&%p, sm2:s&(np) & f &%p, s
for every function f # L p, s and :>0. The constants m1>0 and m2>0
above do not depend on f and :. The upper estimate can be found in [T2],
p. 239, and the lower estimate follows from the upper one.
Definition 1 (see, e.g., [AS, CZ, S2, V1]). We say that a function
V # L1loc(R
n) belongs to the Kato class Kn if and only if
lim
:  0+
sup
x # R n
|
|x& y|:
g(x& y) |V( y)| dy=0
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where
|x| if n=1
g(x)={ ln 1|x| if n=2|x|2&n if n3
For n2 the class Kn is a normed space equipped with the norm
&V&Kn={
sup
x
|
|x& y|12
ln[ |x& y|&1] |V( y)| dy
sup
x
|
|x& y|1
|x& y|2&n |V( y)| dy
if n=2
if n3
In the case n=1 we have K1=L1loc, u . It is known that the normed space
(Kn , & }&Kn) is complete (see [V1, V2], and also Erratum to [S2] in Bull.
Am. Math. Soc. 11 (1984), p. 426).
It is clear that
Kn /L1loc, u . (3)
Moreover, we have
L (n2)+=loc, u /Kn (4)
for every n2 and =>0 (see [S2]). If follows from (4) that the Coulomb
potential V(x)=&1|x| on R3 belongs to K3 .
Let n3 and consider the following families of kernels on Rn:
D:(x)=/:(x) |x|2&n, :>0
where /: is the characteristic function of the ball B(0, :),
Q:(x)=|
:
0
s&n2 exp {&|x|
2
2s = ds, :>0,
and
Y:(x)=:1&(n2)G2(:&12x), :>0,
where G2 is the kernel of the Bessel potential J&2. The kernels D: , Q: and
Y: are related to the Kato class in the following way: The kernel D: arises
in the definition of the Kato class. Indeed,
v # Kn  lim
:  0
& |V| C D:&=0. (5)
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The kernel Q: arises in the probabilistic description of the Kato class (see
[AS, S2]). It is known that
V # Kn  lim
t  0
sup
x # R n
Ex |
t
0
|V(Bs)| ds=0 (6)
where Ex is the expectation in the Wiener space continuous paths starting
at x # Rn and Bs stands for the standard Brownian motion in Rn (see
[S2]). Assertion (6) follows from the formula
Ex |
t
0
|V(Bs)| ds=c |
R n
|V( y)| Qt(x& y) dy (7)
(see [S2]). The following estimates hold:
c1 & |V | C D- :& & |V | C Q:&c2 & |V | C D- :& , (8)
c3 & |V | C D- : && |V | C Y1:&c4 & |V | C D- : & . (9)
These inequalities follow from the properties of the Bessel potential kernel
G2 , the fast decay of the kernels G2 and Q: at infinity, and inclusion (3).
For n=2 and 0<:1 we define the following family of kernels:
D :(x)=/:2(x) ln
1
|x|
.
Then estimate (9) holds with D : instead of D: . Indeed, in the case n=2 the
kernel G2 is locally equivalent to the function ln(1|x| ). This follows from
the integral representation formula for G2 on p. 132 of [St2].
The Kato class Kn is a subset of the space L, &2. However, the topology
of Kn does not coincide with the topology of L, &2 restricted to Kn . The
convergence of a sequence of functions Vk # Kn to a function V # Kn is
equivalent to the condition &J&2 |V&Vk | &  0 and not to the condition
&J&2(V&Vk)&  0 as in L, &2. J. Voigt introduced in [V1, V2] the
class K n which he called the enlarged Kato class. A potential V belongs to
the class K n iff &V&Kn< where & }&K n is the norm in Definition 1. The
condition V # K n is nothing else but |V | # L, &2. It is known that the space
(K n&V&K n) is a Banach space (see [V1, V2]).
A function V such that |V | # L, &2 belongs to Kn if and only if
:2 & |V |:&, &2  0 (10)
as :  0+. Here |V |:(x)=|V(:x)|. Condition (10) for the Kato class
potentials can be obtained in the following way: For n3 the expression
:2 & |V |:&, &2 is equivalent to & |V | C Y1:2& which in its turn is equivalent
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to & |V | C D:& (see (9)). For n=2 we use D : instead of D: . Finally, for
n=1 we have
|V | # L, &2  |V | # L1loc, u=K1 ,
and it is easy to see that condition (10) holds for all V # K1 .
Denote by BUC the space of all bounded uniformly continuous functions
on Rn. Consider the following class of approximations of the identity:
Let a family of kernels [W:], :>0 be such that (a)  W: dx=1, :>0;
(b) sup:  |W: | dx<; (c) lim:  0 F(W:)(!)=1 for almost all ! # Rn; and
(d) limM   sup:  |x|>M |W:(x)| dx=0. Define the family [W :] of con-
volution operators on L by W : f =f C W: , f # L, :>0. The following
characterization of the Kato class was obtained in [GK2].
Lemma 1. Let V # L1loc . Then V # Kn  J
&2 |V | # BUC.
Condition h # BUC where h=J&2 |V | implies that
h # L and lim
:  0+
&h&W : h&=0 (11)
for every (or some) approximation of the identity [W :] such as above (see
[GK2] for the details). Characterization (10) of the Kato class is a special
case of (11) where the approximation of the identity is defined by
W:(x)=:&nG2(:&1x).
It follows from the considerations above that
&V& CK n=& |V | &, &2 .
is an equivalent norm on the Kato class. One more equivalent norm on Kn
is given by
&V& C CK n = sup
0<:<1
:2 & |V |:&, &2 .
The equivalence of the norms & }&Kn and & }&
C C
Kn follows from estimates (9)
and from the fact that for a fixed 0<:<1 the function
=  sup
x
|
|x&h| :
=2 |V(=y)|
|x& y| n&2
dy=sup
x
|
|x& y|:=
|V( y)|
|x& y|n&2
dy
is increasing on (0,1).
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3. ON THE KATO CLASS OF MEASURES
The possibility of considering the Kato class condition for signed Borel
measures on Rn was first discussed on p. 458 of [S2]. In the last several
years such measures have attracted considerable attention (see, e.g., [AM,
SV], and the references therein). Our main result in Section 3 concerns the
representability of the variation of a measure from the Kato class as the
Bessel potential J&2 applied to a bounded uniformly continuous function
(see Lemma 2 below). This assertion was originally proven in [GK2] for
the Kato class Kn of potential functions. In our opinion, Section 3 is a
natural continuation of Section 2. On the other hand, the results obtained
in Section 3 have an independent interest. This is why we decided to
include Section 3 in spite of the fact that we do not use the Kato class of
measures in the rest of the paper.
Let us denote by M the class of signed Borel measures + on Rn of locally
bounded variation |+|. The symbol Mloc, u will stand for the space of
measures + # M such that supx # Rn |+| (B1(x))<.
Definition 2. We say that a measure + # M belongs to the Kato class
of measures K n if and only if
lim
:  0+
sup
x # R n
|
|x& y|:
g(x& y) d |+|( y)=0
where
|x| if n=1
g(x)={ ln 1|x| if n=2|x|2&n if n3.
It is not difficult to see that estimates (8) and (9) remain true if we
replace the absolutely continuous measure |V( y)| dy in them by any
measure + # K n . This shows that most of the properties of the Kato class
Kn can be transplanted into the Kato class K n of measures. For example,
condition (10) in the case of a measure + # K n becomes
:2 & |+|:&, &2  0 (12)
as :  0. Condition (12) characterizes the class K n . We will equip K n with
any of the equivalent norms
&+&K n=sup
x
|
|x& y| 1
|x&h|2&n d |+| ( y)
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for n3 (the cases n=1, 2 are similar);
&+& CK n =& |+| &, &2 ,
or
&+& C CK n = sup
0<:<1
:2 & |+|: &, &2 .
The Kato class of measures K n equipped with any of the above-mentioned
equivalent norms is a Banach space. This can be established as in the case
of the Kato class Kn (see [V1, V2]).
The next lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let + # M. Then
+ # K n  J &2 |+| # BUC.
Proof. Suppose + # K n and let 8:(x)=:&nG2(:&1x). Then [8:] is an
approximation of the identity. We have J&2 |+| # L and
J&2 |+|&8: C J&2 |+|=:2&n |+| C (G2)1:&J&2(:2&n |+| C (G2)1:).
(13)
Equality (13) can be obtained from the following formula for the Fourier
multipliers corresponding to the convolution-type operators in (13):
1
1+|!|2
&
1
(1+:2 |!|2)(1+|!|2)
=
:2
1+:2 |!|2
&
:2
(1+|!|2)(1+:2 |!|2)
.
We have
&:2&n |+| C (G2)1:&J &2(:2&n |+| C (G2)1:)&
2:2&n & |+| C (G2)1:&
=2:2 & |+| :&, &2 .
It follows from (12) that the right side of (13) tends to 0 in L as :  0.
Hence, J&2 |+| # BUC.
Next suppose + # M and h=J&2 |+| # BUC. Then (13) implies that
:2&n |+| C (G2)1:=J&2 |+|&8: C J&2 |+|+:2&nh C (G2)1: . (14)
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Using (14), we get that
:2 & |+|: &, &2 =:2&n & |+| C (G2)1: &
&J&2 |+|&8: C J&2 |+| &+:2 &h:&, &2
Since J&2 |+| # BUC and [8:] generates an approximation of the identity,
the first term on the right side of the previous inequality tends to 0 as
:  0. Moreover, the second term also tends to zero. This follows from
h # L, L/Kn , and condition (10). Hence, :2 & |+|:&, &2  0 as :  0.
Now property (12) gives + # K n . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
In [S2] there is an example of a measure + # K 3 which is singular with
respect to the Lebesgue measure on R3 (see [S2], Example 1 on p. 458).
Our next goal is to provide more examples of singular measures in K n .
Given a number $ with 0$n, consider a positive measure + # M
satisfying
+(B(x, r))cr$ (15)
for all x # Rn and 0<r<1. We will look for singular measures + # K n
among the measures satisfying condition (15).
Lemma 3. Let + # M be a measure for which condition (15) holds where
$ is as above. Then the following are true:
(a) If n=1 and 0$n, then + # K n .
(b) If n2 and n&2<$n, then + # K n .
Proof. Part (a) of Lemma 3 follows from the equality K 1=Mloc, u which
is similar to the equality K1=L1loc, u .
Next suppose n=2 and :<12. Then for every x # Rn
|
y: |x& y|:
ln
1
|x& y|
d+( y)=|

0
+ {y: /B(0, :)(x& y) ln 1|x& y|>r= dr
=\ln 1:+ +(B(x, :))+|

ln 1:
+(B(x, e&r)) dr
c \\ln 1:+ :$+|

ln 1:
e&$r dr+ . (16)
Since $>0, the last expression in (16) tends to 0 as :  0. It follows that
+ # K n . This gives part (b) in Lemma 3.
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Similarly, for n3 and :<1 we have
|
y: |x& y|:
|x& y| 2&n d+( y)
=:2&n+(B(x, :))+|

:2&n
+(B(x, r1(n&2))) dr. (17)
Now (15) and (17) give
sup
x
|
y: |x& y|:
|x& y|2&n d+( y)c \:2&n:$+|

:2&n
r&$(n&2) dr+ . (18)
Since $>n&2, the expression on the right side of (18) tends to 0 as :  0.
It follows that + # K n . The proof of Lemma 3 is thus completed.
Remark 1 Part (b) of Lemma 3 does not hold for $=n&2. In the case
n=2 a counterexample is provided by the delta measure. In the case n3
we construct a counterexample by taking the standard Cantor set Cn&2 of
dimension n&2 in the unit cube of Rn and considering the restriction + of
the Hausdorff measure Hn&2 to Cn&2 . The measure + satisfies (15) with
$=n&2. Moreover, it satisfies the following estimate from below:
+(B(x, r))c$rn&2 for all x # Cn&2 and 0<r<1 (see the theory of Cantor-
type sets in [F], 2.2.10). Using equality (17), we conclude that + does no
belong to K n .
4. ON THE CONSTANTS ARISING IN THE
FORM-BOUNDEDNESS INEQUALITY
It is known that a potential V # Kn generates a small perturbation of the
operator &2. More exactly, the operator u  Vu is (&2)-form bounded in
L2 with the relative bound zero. This means that for every =>0 there exists
a=>0 such that
|
R n
u2 |V | dx= |
Rn
|{u|2 dx+a= |
R n
u2 dx (19)
for all u # L2, 1. The proof of estimate (19) can be found in [S2]. This
estimate implies the semi-boundedness of the Schro dinger operator H. In
[M], Maz’ia obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for the semi-
boundedness of H. The conditions in [M] are expressed in terms of the
L2, 1-capacity (see [M], Sect. 2.5.4).
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The next lemma contains an estimate for the constants, arising in the
form-boundedness inequality. Our proof of Lemma 4 is based on the proof
of inequality (19) in [S2].
Lemma 4. For every V # Kn and u # L2, 1 we have
|
Rn
u2 |V | dx& |V | &, &2 \|Rn |{u|2 dx+|R n |u|2 dx+ . (20)
Moreover, for all :>0
|
R n
u2 |V | dx
:2 & |V | :&, &2 |
Rn
|{u|2 dx+& |V |:&, &2 |
Rn
u2 dx. (21)
Proof. It is easy to see that with no loss of generality we may assume
that the potential V is strictly positive almost everywhere. Let u # L1. We
have
|
R n
|J&2(u)| V dx=|
Rn
J&2(u) sign(J&2(u)) V dx
=|
R n
uJ &2[sign(J&2(u)) V] dx&V& CKn &u&1 .
Hence
|
R n
|J&2(uV)| V dx&V& CKn &uV&1 . (22)
Moreover, it is clear that
&J&2(uV)&&V& CK n &u& . (23)
Using estimates (22) and (23) and applying the RieszThorin interpolation
theorem (see e.g., [T1]) to the operator u  J&2(Vu), we get
{|R n |J&2(uV)| 2 V dx=
12
&V& CK n {|R n u2V dx=
12
. (24)
Let u # L2. Then replacing y by u- V in (24), we obtain
{|R n |J&2(u - V)|2 V dx=
12
&V& CKn {|Rn u2 dx=
12
. (25)
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Now consider the operator Au=J&1(- V u). It follows from (25) that
&A&2L2  L2 = sup
&u&21
|
Rn
J &1(u - V) J&1(u - V) dx
= sup
&u&21
|
R n
J &2(u - V) u - V dx
 sup
&u&21 {|R n |J
&2(u - V)| 2 V dx=
12
&V& CKn .
Since AC=- V J&1, the previous estimate implies
|
R n
(J &1(u))2 V dx&V& CK n |
Rn
u2 dx.
Hence,
|
R n
u2V dx&V& CK n |
R n
|J1(u)|2 dx.
It follows that estimate (20) holds. Now we get (21) from (20) by a scaling
argument. This proves Lemma 4.
5. PROOF OF THE NORM ESTIMATE IN
THE GLOBAL SMOOTHING THEOREM
In this section we will prove Theorem 3. We will need the L p-smoothing
theorem for Schro dinger semigroups (see, e.g., [S2] and the references
therein).
Theorem 5. Let V be a potential such that V + # Kn, loc and V & # Kn .
Then
&e&tH&L p  Lqc exp { |tb(*, V &)= t&n2(1p&1q) (26)
for all t>0 and 1pq. The constants c>0, |>0, and *>0 in (26)
do not depend on t and V
We refer the reader to the proof of the L p-smoothing theorem in [S2]
where a similar norm estimate can be found.
We will also use a norm estimate for the operator Hme&tH. This estimate
can be obtained as follows. Theorem 5 implies that the semigroup
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exp[&|tb(*, V &)] e&tH is uniformly bounded in L p. Hence it is possible
to extend this semigroup to a bounded analytic semigroup in the sector
Sp=[z # C: |arg (z)|<?2(1&|(2p)&1|)] by combining the methods in
[G], Theorem 6.12 and in [St1], Chapter 3. Using Lemma 2.38 in [D2],
we obtain that
"\ |b(*, V &)+H+ exp {&
|t
b(*, V &)= e&tH"L p  L p 
c
t
for all t>0 where c>0 is a constant depending only on p. Now (26) with
p=q gives
&He&tH&L p  L pc \ |b(*, V &)+
1
t+ exp {
|t
b(*, V &)=
for all t>0. Since
|t
b(*, V &)
exp { |tb(*, V &)= ,
we get
&He&tH&Lp  L p
c1
t
exp { |1 tb(*1 , V &)=
where the constants c1>0, |1>0, and *1>0 depend only on p. It follows
from the formula
Hme&tH=(He&(tm) H)m
that
&Hme&tH&L p  L p\c1m+
m
exp { |1 tb(*1 , V &)= t&m. (27)
Using (26), (27), and the formula
Hme&tH=e&(t2) HH me&(t2) H,
we get
&Hme&tH&L p  Lqc exp { |tb(*, V &)= t&m&(n2)(1p&1q) (28)
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for all 1pq and t>0. The constants c>0, |>0, and *>0 in (28)
do not depend on V and t.
Proof of Theorem 3. The following result from [GK2] will be used in
the proof:
Theorem 6 (Generalized Leibniz Rule, see [GK2], Theorem 1.4). Suppose
1<p<, s0, :0, ;0, 1p=1pi+1q i with i=0, 1, 1<q1, and
1<p2. Then
&J s( fg)&pc(&J s+:f &p1 &J
&:g&q1+&J
&;f &p2 &J
s+;g&q2)
with a positive constant c independent of f and g.
Our first goals is to prove estimate (1) for t=1 and all potentials
V # C 0 . Let V # C

0 . Then for every 1<p<, s0, and f # L
p we have
e&tHf # L p, s. Indeed, since the semigroup e&tH is analytic on L p, it maps
L p into Dom(H k)=L p, 2k for every k1. Applying the Leibniz Rule, we
obtain
&e&Hf &p, s+2 c &2e&Hf &p, s+c &e&Hf &p, s
c &He&Hf &p, s+c &Ve&Hf &p, s+c &e&Hf &p, s
c &He&Hf &p, s+c &V&K*n&e
&Hf &p, s+2
+c &V&p, s &e&Hf &+c &e&Hf &p, s . (29)
In estimate (29) and below we denote by c positive constants which depend
only on p and s and may vary from line to line. It follows from (29) that
there exists =0>0, depending only on p and s and such that for &V&Kn=0
we have
&e&Hf &p, s+2c &He&Hf &p, s+c &V&p, s &e&Hf &+c0 &e&Hf &p, s .
Let s=2m+{ where m0 is an integer and { is such that 0{<2.
Then repeating the reasoning above several times we get that there exists
=1<=0 , depending only on p and s and such that for &V&*Kn=1 we have
&e&Hf &p, s+2 c &He&Hf &p, s+c &V&p, s &e&Hf &+c &e&Hf &p, {
c &He&Hf &p, s+c &V&p, s &e&Hf &+c &e&Hf &p, 2 .
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Since
&e&Hf &p, 2 c &2e&Hf &p+c &e&Hf &p
c &He&Hf &p+c &Ve&Hf &p+c &e&Hf &p
c &He&Hf &p+c &V&p &e&Hf &+c &e&Hf &p ,
we have
&e&Hf &p, s+2c &He&Hf &p, s+c &V&p, s &e&Hf &+c &e&Hf &p . (30)
Our next goals is to get an estimate for &He&Hf &p, s . Reasoning as in
(29) and (30), we see that
&He&Hf &p, s c &2He&Hf &p, s&2+c &He&Hf &p, s&2
c &H 2e&Hf &p, s&2+c &V&K*n &He
&Hf &p, s
+c &V&p, s&2 &He&Hf &+c &He&Hf &p, s&2 .
It follows from the previous estimate that there exists =2<=1 , depending
only on p and s and such that for &V&K*n=2 we have
&He&Hf &p, s c &H2e&Hf &p, s&2+c &V&p, s &He&Hf &
+c &He&Hf &p, s&2 .
Therefore,
&He&Hf &p, s c &H2e&Hf &p, s&2+c &V&p, s &He&Hf &
+c &H2e&Hf &p+c &He&Hf &p .
It follows from (30) and the previous inequality that
&e&Hf &p, s+2 c &H2e&Hf &p, s&2+c &V&p, s(&He&Hf &+&e&Hf &)
+c(&H2e&Hf &p+&He&Hf &p+&e&Hf &p)
for all potentials V with &V&*K n=2 .
Repeating the reasoning above several times, we see that
&e&Hf &p, s+2c :
m+2
j=0
&H je&Hf &p+c &V&p, s :
m+1
j=0
&H je&Hf & (31)
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for all potentials V # C 0 satisfying
&V&*K n$. (32)
The constant $>0 in (32) depends only on p and s. It follows from (26),
(27), and (31) that
&e&Hf &p, s+2\ exp { Cb(*, V &)= (1+&V&p, s) & f &p (33)
for all potentials, satisfying (32). The constants *>0, \>0 and C>0 in
(33) depend only on p and s.
Next we will get rid of restriction (32) on the potential V in (33). We will
also obtain a time-estimate for the semigroup norm. Let :>0 and denote
V (:)=:2V: where V:(x)=V(:x). Consider a new Schro dinger operator
given by H:=&122+:
2V: . It follows from (8) and (9) that
sup {:: a1 supx Ex |
:
0
|V(Bs)| ds*=
sup [:: sup
0<;- :
&V (;)&*Kn*]
sup {:: a2 supx Ex |
:
0
|V(Bs)| ds*=
for some absolute constants a1>0 and a2>0 and all 0<*<1. Therefore,
&V (;)&*K n$ (34)
for all ;- b(a&11 $, V) where $ is the constant from (32). Moreover, if
n3 then it follows from (8), (9), and the equality
sup
x
|
|x& y| :
|V (;)( y)|
|x& y|n&2
dy=sup
x
|
|x& y|:;
|V( y)|
|x& y|n&2
dy
that for all 0<;<1 we have
b(*, (V &)(;))
b(+, V &)
;2
(35)
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(the cases n=1, 2 are similar). In (35), + is an absolute constant. Now
(33)(35) give
&e&H;f &p, s+2\ exp { C;
2
b(+, V &)= (1+&V (;)&p, s) & f &p (36)
for all ;- b(&, V). The constants \, C, +, and & in (36) do not depend
on the potential V and ;.
Let P: h(x)=h(:x). Then we have
H; =;2 \ 1;2 \&
1
2
2++V;+=;2 _P; \&12 2+ P&1; +P;VP&1; &
=;2P;HP&1; .
It follows from (36) that
&P;e&;
2HP&1; f &p, s+2
\ exp { C;
2
b(+, V &)= (1+;2 &V;&p+;2 &V; &%p, s) & f &p (37)
for all ;- b(&, V). Using the scaling property of the homogeneous Bessel
potential spaces (see Section 2), we get
;s+2&(np) &e&;2Hf &%p, s+2
\ exp { C;
2
b(+, V &)= (1+;2&(np) &V&p+;s+2&(np) &V&%p, s) & f;&p .
It follows that
&e&;2Hf &%p, s+2 A exp { C;
2
b(;, V &)=
_(;&s&2+&V&p ;&s&(np)+&V&%p, s ;&np) & f &p (38)
for all ;- b(&, V). Putting ;=- t in (38), we get
&e&tHf &%p, s+2 A1 exp { Ctb(+, V &)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (39)
for all 0<tb(&, V).
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Let us denote r=b(&, V). If t>r, then using (39) and (26) we get
&e&tHf &%p, s+2 =&e&rHe&(t&r) Hf &%p, s+2
A1 exp { Crb(+, V &)=
_(r&s+22+&V&p r&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s r&n2p)
_exp { |(t&r)b(*, V &)= & f &p
A1 exp { ’tb(*1 , V &)=
_(r&(s+2)2+&V&p r&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s r&n2p) & f &p .
(40)
The constants A1>0, ’>0, *1>0, +>0, and &>0 in (40) do not depend
on t and V. Since t>r, we have r&1t&1 exp[tr]. It follows from the
previous inequality, estimate (40), and the inequality b(*, V)b(*, V &)
that
&e&tHf &%p, s+2 A1 exp { atb(}, V)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p
(41)
for all tr. The constants A1 , a, and } in (41) do no depend on t and V.
Now (39) and (41) give estimate (1). This proves Theorem 3 for a potential
V # C 0 .
Next suppose that a potential V satisfies V # L p, s & Kn . Let { # C 0 be a
function such that 0{(x)1, {(x)=1 for all x with |x|1, and {(x)=0
for all x with |x|2. For every positive integer m denote {m(x)={(xm).
Let 8 # C 0 be such that 8(x)0 and  8 dx=1 and define an approxima-
tion of the identity by 8m(x)=mn8(mx). Then the sequence of potentials
Vm=(V{m) C 8m satisfies
&V&Vm&p, s  0 (42)
as m   and
sup
m, x
Ex |
:
0
|Vm(Bs)| dssup
x
Ex |
:
0
|V(Bs)| ds (43)
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for all 0<:<. Indeed, if s is an integer then (42) follows from the
formula V&Vm=(V&V C 8m)+(V&V{m) C 8m , the classical Leibniz
Rule, and the standard properties of the approximations of the identity. If
s is fractional, then (42) can be obtained using Strichartz’s characterization
of the Bessel potential spaces (see Theorem 2.3 in [Str]). Inequality (43)
follows from (7).
We have already shown that estimate (1) holds for all potentials from C 0 .
Hence,
&e&tHmf &%p, s+2 A exp { |tb(*, Vm)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&Vm&p t&(n+sp)2p+&Vm&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p
(44)
where Hm=&12 2+Vm . The constants A>0, |>0, and *>0 in (44) do
not depend on V, Vm , ant t. Now (42)(44) give
lim sup
m  
&e&tHmf &%p, s+2
A exp { |tb(*, V)=
_(t&(s+2)2+&V&p t&(n+sp)2p+&V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (45)
for all f # Lp and t>0. Since V # L p, C 0 is an operator core for H (see
Theorem B.1.6 in [S2] where the case p=2 is considered. The case
1<p< is similar.) Using Theorem 5 and (43), we get
sup
m1
&e&tHmf &pc1 exp { c2tb(c3 , V)= & f &p
where the constants c1>0, c2>0, and c3>0 depend only on p. Now we
can apply Corollary 3.18 in [D2] to the operators Hm and H and get
&e&tHmf &e&tHf &p  0 (46)
as m   for all t>0 and f # L p. Since the space L p, s+2 is reflexive (see
[T1], Theorem 2.6.1), all bounded closed subsets of L p, s+2 are weakly
compact. Now estimate (1) can be easily obtained from (45) and (46) using
the above-mentioned weak compactness.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose (2) holds for all 0<t<=. Then using the
same notation as in the proof of Theorem 3, we get that
&P:e&t:
2HP&1: f &%p, s+2
=&e&tH:f &%p, s+2
A exp { |tb(*, :2V:)=
_(t&(s+2)2+:2 &V: &p t&(n+sp)2p+:2 &V:&%p, s t&n2p) ,(t) & f &p
A exp { |:
2t
b(*, V)= (t&(s+2)2+:2&(np) &V&p t&(n+sp)2p
+:2+s&(np) &V&%p, s t&n2p) ,(t) & f &p
for all 0<t=, f # L p, and :>0. It follows that
:s+2&(np) &e&:2tHf &%p, s+2
A exp { |:
2t
b(*, V)= (t&(s+2)2+:2&(np) &V&p t&(n+sp)2p
+:2+s&(np) &V&%p, s t&n2p) :&np,(t) & f &p
and
&e&:2tHf &%p, s+2 A exp { |:
2t
b(*, V)= ((:2t)&(s+2)2+&V&p (:2t)&(n+sp)2p
+&V&%p, s (:2t)&n2p) ,(t) & f &p .
Now we put :=t&12. This gives
&e&Hf &%p, s+2A exp { |b(*, V)= (1+&V&p+&V&%p, s) ,(t) & f &p
for all 0<t=. The last estimate contradicts the assumption limt  0 ,(t)=0.
The proof of Theorem 4 is thus completed.
6. A NEW PROOF OF THE SUFFICIENCY PART OF THEOREM 2
In this section we prove that if a potential V is such that V # L p, sloc ,
V + # Kn, loc , and V & # Kn , then e&tH: L p  L p, s+2loc . Our proof in this
section is simpler than the corresponding proof of the sufficiency part in the
local smoothing theorem in [GK2].
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As in the proof of Theorem 3 in Section 5 we start with a potential
V # C 0 . Then for every f # L
p and , # C 0 we have
&,e&Hf &p, s+2 c &2(,e&Hf )&p, s+c &,e&Hf &p, s
c &2(,) e&Hf &p, s+c &{, } {(e&Hf )&p, s
+c &,2(e&Hf )&p, s+c &,e&Hf &p, s
c &2(,) e&Hf &p, s+c :
n
j=1 "
,
xj

xj
(e&Hf )"p, s
+c &,He&Hf &p, s+c &,Ve&Hf &p, s+c &,e&Hf &p, s
c &2(,) e&Hf &p, s+c :
n
j=1 "

xj \
,
x j
e&Hf+"p, s
+c :
n
j=1 "
2,
x2j
e&Hf"p, s +c &,He&Hf &p, s
+c &,Ve&Hf &p, s+c &,e&Hf &p, s . (47)
Let  # C 0 be a function such that 0(x)1 and the support of , is
contained in the interior of the set [x: (x)=1]. Fix a ball B, in Rn centered
at 0 and such that supp()/B, . We also assume that the radius r of the
ball B, satisfies r>1. Denote by /, the characteristic function of B, . Then
Theorem 6 gives
&,Ve&Hf &p, s =&,Ve&Hf &p, s
c &V&K*n &,e
&Hf &p, s+2+c &V&p, s &,e&Hf & . (48)
It follows from (47) and (48) that
&,e&Hf &p, s+2 c :
n
j=1 "
2,
x2j
e&Hf"p, s +c :
n
j=1 "
,
x j
e&Hf"p, s+1
+c &,He&Hf &p, s+c &V&K*n &,e
&H&p, s+2
+c &V&p, s &,e&Hf &+c &,e&Hf &p, s .
Hence there exists a number =>0 such that if &V&K*n= then
&,e&Hf &p, s+1 c :
n
j=1 "
2,
x2j
e&Hf"p, s +c :
n
j=1 "
,
x j
e&Hf"p, s+1
+c &,He&Hf &p, s+c &V&p, s &,e&Hf &
+c &,e&Hf &p, s .
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Next reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 we see that there exists a
number $>0 such that if
&/,V&K*n$, (49)
then
&,e&Hf &p, s+2 c sup
;: |;| 2m+4
[&D;,&]
_\ :
m+2
k=0
&Hke&Hf &p+&V&p, s :
m+1
k=0
&H ke&Hf &+ . (50)
Here m denotes an integer such that s=2m+{ with 0{<2, ;=
(;1 , ..., ;n) is a multi-index, |;|=;1+ } } } +;n , and D;= |;|x;11 } } } x
;n
n .
Using (27) and (28) in (50), we get that
&,e&Hf &p, s+2
c sup
;: |;| 2m+4
[&D;,&] exp { |b(*, V &)=(1+&V&p, s) & f &p (51)
for all V # C 0 satisfying (49). The constants c>0, |>0, and *>0 in (51)
do not depend on V, ,, , and f. Inequality (51) is a local version of
inequality (33).
Next we will reason as in the proof of Theorem 3. Since /,V # Kn , condi-
tion (10) implies that there exists :0 with 0<:0<1 for which &:2(/,): V:&K*n
$ for all ::0 . Here $ denotes the constant from (49). Moreover, since
/,(x)/,(:x), we have &:2/,V:&K*n$ for all ::0 . Let H:=&
1
22+:
2V: .
Then estimate (51) gives
&,e&H:f &p, s+2 c sup
;: |;|2m+4
[&D;,&] exp { |b(*, :2(V &):)=
_(1+:2 &V: &p, s) & f &p
c sup
;: |;|2m+4
[&D;,&] exp { |:
2
b(*, V &)=
_(1+:2 &V: &p, s) & f &p (52)
for all ::0 . It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 that the constant :0
can be chosen so that - b(+, /,V):0- b(&, /,V). Hence
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&,e&H:f &p, s+2
c sup
;: |;|2m+4
[&D;,&] exp { |:
2
b(*, V &)= (1+:2 &V:&p, s) & f &p
(53)
for all : with 0<:<- b(+, /, V).
Let us denote As, ,=sup;: |;|2m+4[&D;,&] where m and s are connected
by the formula above. Then we have
&,P: e&:
2HP&1: f &p, s+2
cAs, , exp { |:
2
b(*, V &)= (1+:2 &V:&p+:2 &V:&%p, s) & f &p
for all : with 0<:<- b(+, /,V) and
&,1- te&tHf &%p, s+2
cAs, , exp { |tb(*, V &)= (t&(s+2)2+&1- t V&p t&(n+sp)2p
+&1- t V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (54)
for all t with 0<t<b(+, /,V) (see estimates (37)(39) in the proof of
Theorem 3).
Now suppose a potential V satisfies V # L p, sloc , V
+ # Kn, loc , and V & # Kn .
Consider a function { # C 0 such that 0{(x)1, {(x)=1 for all x with
|x|1, and {(x)=0 for all x with |x|2. Set {k(x)={(k&1x) where k is
a positive integer. Let 8 # C 0 be a function such that 8(x)0, 8(x)=0
for |x|1, and  8 dx=1. Consider a C 0 -approximation of the identity
8k(x)=kn8(kx) and define a sequence of potentials [Vk] by Vk=
(V{k) C 8k . It is clear that Vk # C 0 . Using (54), we get
&,1- te&tHkf &%p, s+2
cAs, , exp { |tb(*, V &k )= (t&(s+2)2+&1- t Vk &p t&(n+sp)2p
+&1- tVk&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (55)
for all t such that 0<t<b(+, /,Vk). The symbol Hk in estimate (55) stands
for the operator Hk=&122+Vk .
We have
lim
k  
&‘(V&Vk)&p, s=0 (56)
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for any ‘ # C 0 . Indeed, let B(0, r) denote the smallest ball containing the
set supp(‘). Fix a function ’ # C 0 such that 0’(x)1 for all x # R
n and
’(x)=1 for all x # B(0, r+1). Then since
‘(V&Vk)=‘(V&V C 8k)+‘[(V(1&{k)) C 8k]
and there exists an integer k0 such that
‘[(V(1&{k)) C 8k]=0
for kk0 , we have
‘(V&Vk)=‘(V&V C 8k)
for kk0 . It follows that
‘(V&Vk)=‘[(V’)&(V’) C 8k]&‘[(V(1&’)) C 8k].
Since there exists an integer k1>k0 such that
‘[(V(1&’)) C 8k]=0
for all kk1 , we have
‘(V&Vk)=‘[(V’)&(V’) C 8k]
for all kk1 . Now (56) follows from V’ # L p, s and from the fact that the
function ‘ is a pointwise multiplier on L p, s.
The following inequalities hold:
sup
k, x
Ex |
:
0
V &k (Bs) dssup
x
Ex |
:
0
V &(Bs) ds (57)
and
sup
k, x
Ex |
:
0
/,(Bs) |Vk(Bs)| dssup
x
Ex |
:
0
(/,)12(Bs) |V(Bs)| ds (58)
for all :>0 where (/,)12 (x)=/,(x2). Indeed, we can get (57) from (7).
As for (58), we can get it from (7) and the estimate
/, |(V{k) C 8k |[(/,)12 |V |] C 8k .
It follows from (57) and (58) that
b(*, V &)b(*, V &k ) (59)
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and
b(+, (/,)12 V)b(+, /,Vk) (60)
for all k1. Using (59) and (60) in (55), we get
lim sup
k  
&,1- te&tHkf &%p, s+2
cAs, , exp { |tb(*, V &)= (t&(s+2)2+&1- t V&p t&(n+sp)2p
+&1- t V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p (61)
for all t with 0<t<b(+, (/,)12 V). Since V # L ploc , C

0 is an operator core
for H (see Theorem B.1.6 in [S2]). We also have
&e&tHkf &pc1 exp { c2 tb(c3 , V &)= & f &p (62)
by Theorem 5 and (59). It follows from Corollary 3.18 in [D2] applied to
the operators Hk and H that
&e&tHkf &e&tHf &p  0 (63)
as k   for all f # L p and t>0. Using the reflexivity argument as in the
proof of Theorem 3, we get from (61) and (63) that
&,1- te&tHf &%p, s+2
cAs, , exp { |tb(*, V &)= (t&(s+2)2+&1- t V&p t&(n+sp)2p
+&1- t V&%p, s t&n2p) & f &p
for all t with 0<t<b(+, (/,)12 V). Therefore
&,e&tHf &%p, s+2Mp, s, t, , & f &p (64)
for all t with 0<t<b(+, (/,)12 V). Finally, using (64), Theorem 5, and the
semigroup property, we get the sufficiency part of Theorem 2.
The proof of the necessity in Theorem 2 can be found in [GK2].
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